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A Message from Brandon R. Miller
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Over the past 10 years, philanthropic organizations have faced many obstacles including a reduction in funding from a multitude of sources, increased programmatic costs and societal issues that continue to expand, evolve and become increasingly complex to navigate.

I have been a member of the Board of Directors since 2010, and I have seen Beech Brook overcome many of these obstacles. The resiliency of Beech Brook is the result of an organization that has been able to listen, look and feel the needs of our community and adapt to its complex issues.

Helping vulnerable children and families thrive is a team effort. It takes all of us — Beech Brook’s staff, executive leadership, board, community and the many donors, funders and collaborators who work with us — to achieve this mission and vision.

Only by continuing to work together can we create a better future for our community’s children and families. On behalf of the Board of Directors, I thank all of you for your strong and ongoing commitment to Beech Brook. We are so grateful for your support!
Imagine you’re standing on the edge of a river. Suddenly a flailing child comes hurtling by. Without thinking, you dive in, grab the child and swim to shore. But before you can recover, another child comes by. You dive in and rescue her as well.

Then another child comes into sight. . . and another. . . and another. You call for help, and people take turns fishing out child after child. How long will it take before some wise person heads upstream to find out why so many children are falling in the river in the first place?

When we deal only with the aftermath of traumatic events and toxic environments, we are suffering from the results of downstream thinking. We are treating the effects but not the cause of the suffering that too many children and families are enduring. We are not keeping our children from drowning.

With this in mind, we are reshaping the way we approach and do our work at Beech Brook. We will be working every day to identify those who are experiencing unhealthy social determinants of health, to reduce school violence, to keep families together, and as our mission guides us, to “help children and families thrive.” We are focused not only on treating but on preventing the devastating toll of today’s epidemic — abuse, trauma, daily exposure to violence, the toxic stress of living in poverty — and its lifelong impact on our children, our families and the future of our community.

WE ARE MOVING UPSTREAM.
MOVING
UPSTREAM
Far too many children in Cleveland are being swept downstream on raging currents of abuse, neglect and other traumas in a community where more than half live in poverty. We may not be able to save them all, but through prevention and early intervention, we’re pulling hundreds closer to safety every day and preventing many others from going over the edge.

With your help, we’re giving parents the support and tools they need to keep their children on safe ground. We’re sending out lifelines along the way to pull more children out of the water as early as possible to avert greater trauma. We’re providing the vital and healing treatment both parents and children need to break the vicious cycle of abuse and neglect.

Our jobs won’t be done until no child is swept downstream. Our mission won’t be accomplished until every child in our community has the chance to grow up to be a healthy parent and a productive citizen.

We know we can’t navigate that river alone but then, we’ve never had to. Since 1852, Beech Brook has had the support of a caring community behind us as we’ve evolved to meet the needs of children and families in every chapter of those 166 years. We ask you to join hands with us again along the shore as we work to make our community a safer place for today’s children and tomorrow’s families.
THE HIGH PRICE OF HEADING DOWNSTREAM
Shirley’s ride downstream started early and picked up speed as she hurtled down the rapids of multiple childhood traumas. Raped at knifepoint at age 11. Living in constant fear of a violent and alcoholic stepfather who, among other horrors, beat her mother, terrorized the children, killed their pet and gave them alcohol to make them sleep.

“I never had a childhood,” she says now. What childhood she did have ended abruptly with a plunge into motherhood at 13. Her mother told her that was it. This was her life now. No more of the sports that she loved. Finishing school was not in the cards. Shirley felt trapped in a world of poverty where her future was already carved in stone.

Over the next few years, Shirley moved from one toxic situation to another. By the time she was 23, she’d had six kids. She’s the first to admit that she wasn’t a good parent, not by a long shot.

Hopeless and overwhelmed, she used alcohol to cope. “I turned to the bottle,” she says. “I didn’t want to feel anything, and when I woke up the next day and everything was the same, I turned to the bottle again.” Between the alcohol abuse and some bad parenting decisions, she lost custody of all six kids to the foster care system while she went to prison.

“When they took those kids, they took my heart,” she says.

Two years in prison gave Shirley time to get sober and to do a lot of thinking about how she’d gotten to that point — and how to do better.

Life hit rock bottom again when Shirley’s mom, with whom she’d most recently been living, died. Now homeless, Shirley was desperate, but she knew she needed to change her life and get it right this time. Her older kids were grown but the trauma of their tumultuous childhood had already sent some of them downstream. One son has been in and out of jail. Another daughter became a teen mom and seemed destined to repeat the same cycle with the next generation. And now Shirley had two younger daughters to raise. She knew that this was her last chance to become the parent and role model she could have been.
AT LAST, A SAFE SHORE

That’s when Shirley found the first safe haven of her life through Beech Brook’s Supportive Housing/Family Stability Program where the staff helped her find an apartment and understand everything she needed to do to maintain a stable home for her youngest children. Beech Brook staff helped her understand her bills and how to access the resources and services she needed. They went with her to school appointments to enroll her children and talk about their needs. They linked one daughter up with Beech Brook’s School-Based Mental Health Program and art therapy.

“I can talk to them about anything,” Shirley says. “They never judge us. They just help us.”

“I’m 46 years old but I’m still learning. I don’t want my 9- and 12-year-old daughters to go through what I did. I’m going to fight for them. I want them to graduate from high school and go to college.” Shirley feels ashamed that she’s often not able to help her kids with their homework because of her lack of education. “I feel less of a mother because I can’t help them, but I don’t want them to know that I don’t know how because I had to quit school at 14.”
When you meet Shirley today, the first thing you notice is her warm smile and engaging personality. But not that long ago, she was withdrawn and too shy to participate in anything outside her apartment. With the encouragement of Beech Brook’s staff, she began to get involved with other residents and volunteered to help with activities. She joined a Beech Brook art therapy group where she is exploring her own vision and goals for the future for the first time in her life.

She’s been working part-time and is hoping for a full-time job. And she’s still fighting for her older children, determined to keep them from repeating the mistakes she made.

“One of my daughters is going to the Drop-In Center for help with her parenting. If I could have gone there, I know my life would have been different. I tell everybody I know to go to Beech Brook,” she says.

After a lifetime of just barely staying afloat, Shirley’s finally reached a safe shore and solid ground…but with a trail of pain and heartbreak in her wake.
WHAT IF?

Shirley’s story is real, and there are far too many more like her in our community. Beech Brook has helped Shirley turn her life around. But what if that rescue had begun upstream?

• What if Shirley’s parents had taken Parenting and Anger Management classes and provided a safe and nurturing home?

• What if Shirley had learned from a Comprehensive Sex Education class how to protect herself from teen pregnancy so that she could graduate from high school?

• What if, as a new parent, Shirley had participated in a S.T.E.P.S. group to learn how much power she had to influence her child’s brain development — no matter how limited her own education had been?

• What if her older children had been identified for school-based services or outpatient counseling?

• What if she’d had the resources and support she needed to keep her children from going into foster care?

• What if a mentor had been there to lend a guiding hand to keep her children on a safer path?
Moving upstream matters, and not just for those caught by the destructive and raging rapids of their ride downstream.

It matters to all of us.

**Prevention matters.** Stopping the abuse, neglect and childhood trauma matters. We all pay the price when children suffer and fail to reach their full potential.

**Education matters.** Helping parents understand the vital role they can play in supporting their baby’s brain development and ability to succeed in school makes a critical difference.

**Early intervention matters.** Turning children’s lives around at any point as they hurtle downstream matters in the costs to our society of violence, homelessness, incarceration and lack of education and job skills – and the earlier the better.

**Treatment matters.** Breaking the cycle of abuse and healing the scars of complex trauma give children and parents strength to fight against the destructive downstream currents of their pasts.

**You matter.** With your support, we’ve kept more than 15,000 children and families moving upstream this year. Thank you for believing in Beech Brook’s mission and for extending your hand in hope for our community’s future.
Here’s how your investment in Beech Brook helped more than 15,000 children and families MOVE UPSTREAM!

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SERVED BY PROGRAM: **15,269**

*July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018*

### PREVENTION, EARLY INTERVENTION AND EDUCATION
- Comprehensive Sex Education ................................................................. 3,500
- Early Childhood Services .................................................................. 318
  - In-Home Mental Health Services/Child Care Consultation
    - Anger Management ................................................................. 344
    - Family Drop-In ........................................................................ 367
    - Family Stability/Homeless Prevention .................................. 130
    - Family-Focused Outings/Workshops ................................ 305
    - Fathers Groups .......................................................................... 76
    - Health and Wellness Community Activities ....................... 445
    - Health and Wellness Coaching ............................................... 103
    - Healthy Relationships ................................................................ 53
    - Behavioral Health .................................................................... 181
    - Moms and Mentors/Teen Moms ............................................. 38
    - PAR (Police Assisted Referrals) ............................................. 445
    - Parenting Classes ................................................................. 163
    - Parenting Workshops ........................................................... 198
    - Saturday Parenting Workshops ........................................... 263
    - S.T.E.P.S. (Security, Touch, Eyes, Play and Sound)
      - Parents .................................................................................. 252
      - Children ............................................................................. 301
    - VOCA (Victims of Crime Assistance) ..................................... 280
    - Supportive Visitation (Families) ........................................... 82
    - Community Wraparound at Patrick Henry School ........... 304
    - Towards Employment Parenting Program ......................... 35
  - Seminars for Divorcing Parents .................................................... 1,827

### COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT AND SUPPORT
- ACT Team for Transitional Youth/Young Adults ........................... 75
- Connect (Attachment-Based Parenting) ........................................... 34
- Family Preservation ........................................................................ 79
- Intensive Home-Based Treatment .................................................... 44
- Outpatient Behavioral Health Services ....................................... 353
- REACH (Therapeutic Behavioral Services) ................................... 917
- SAFE (Case Coordination for Multisystem-Involved Youth) .................. 48

### School-Based Services
- Chardon Schools
  - Direct Services ..................................................................... 333
  - Youth-led Prevention ............................................................. 76
- Orange Schools
  - Direct Service ....................................................................... 217
  - Therapeutic Groups ............................................................. 100
- Twinsburg Schools
  - Direct Services ................................................................... 291
  - Summer Program ................................................................. 48
  - Adult Prevention and Education Programs .......................... 157
- STRIDE Mentoring Program ......................................................... 113

### FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION
- Adoptions .................................................................................. 5
- Foster Care
  - Levels 1-3 ............................................................................. 47
  - Level 4 ................................................................................. 46
REVENUE and EXPENSES
July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018
Total Operating Revenue: $12,991,741

OPERATING REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38%</td>
<td>School-Based Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>Foster Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Charitable Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Family Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Early Childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Act Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>Outpatient Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Family Preservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Programs for At-Risk Youth/Families</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72%</td>
<td>Salary-Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Service-Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7%</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Facility-Related</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank you for your investment in children and families!

Every dollar you give to Beech Brook matters. Every gift will help Beech Brook move upstream to build a community where children and families thrive. Thank you for your generosity and your belief in Beech Brook’s mission.

THE JEPHTHA HOMER WADE SOCIETY

The Jeptha Homer Wade Society honors our most significant supporters, each of whom has contributed $100,000 or more in total to Beech Brook. The Wade Family played a unique and treasured role in our history over several generations, beginning with the donation of the orphanage on St. Clair Avenue in the 1870s to the land and several buildings on our present campus in the 1920s. Members of the Wade Family served more than 130 years on the Board of Directors, and their legacy lives on through ongoing gifts from family members today.

BOLD denotes new members.
CHILDREN’S HOPE SOCIETY

The Children’s Hope Society honors donors whose planned gifts demonstrate their commitment to the work and future of Beech Brook. These gifts, which are placed in Beech Brook’s Endowment Fund, allow supporters to create their own legacies of hope for children and families. The interest income from the endowment supports the ongoing provision of high quality services for children and families, innovation and program development, and research.

Glenne* and Howard* Bissell
Sarah* and Edward* Bartlett II
Francis E. and Julia R. Drury
Alice McHardy Dye*
Isabelle* and James* Dunlap
Kathryn and Robert Falls
Mary and Richard Albrecht
Eileen and David Crotty
Cindy and Edward Crotty
Mary and G. Robert* Klein
Sarah* and John Morley
Isabel* and Frederick L. Emeny
Eleanor Gregory
Suzanne Brookhart Harrison* 
The Firman Fund
Anne and Brooks* Jones
Caroline B. and Cecilia G. Fassler
Ann and Robert Berger, Jr.
Maud and Pierce* Bray
Virginia and John Wilhelm, Jr.
Emily and Lee Chamberlin, Jr.
Mary* and Charles* Barkwill
Richard T. & Martha B. Baker Foundation
Helen Wade Greene Perry*
The Gordan and Llura Gund Foundation
Natural income from the endowment supports the ongoing provision of high quality services for children and families, innovation and program development, and research. 

THE SUZANNE BROOKHART HARRISON SOCIETY

For more than 60 years, Suzanne Brookhart Harrison dedicated her time, energy and enthusiasm to Beech Brook, earning a special place in our history and in the hearts of everyone who knew her. Her unwavering commitment to children and to the work of Beech Brook inspired this giving society in her name, honoring loyal supporters who have made charitable gifts for 25 years or more.

**BOLD** denotes new members.
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Robin and Henry Hatch III
Sally* and John Morley
Mary and Richard Albrecht
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Carol and Edward Crotty
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Mary* and G. Robert* Klein
Mary and Richard Albrecht
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Suzanne Brookhart Harrison*
Patricia and James* Lightbody
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
The Gordan and Llura Gund Foundation
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Suzanne Brookhart Harrison*
Kathy and Jim Pender
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Isaac A. and Lora K. Hughs
Sue and Charles Marston
Ellen and Lee Chilcote
Isaac A. and Lora K. Hughs
Sue and Charles Marston
Marianne and Arvid Peterson
Marianne and Arvid Peterson
Arleen* and Thomas* Patton
Margaret Patch*
Mary and Clarence* Kubik
Eleanor* and Milton* Kuss
Helen* and Fredrick Lamb
Lander Circle Kiwanis
Caroleyn and Ronald Lang
Barbara H. Larson
Patricia and James* Lightbody
Chris and Richard Lightbody
Ann H. and Robert A.* Little
Gordon G. Long
Evelyn* and Joseph* P. Long
Kathryn M. * and George P. Loomis
The Lubrizol Foundation
Molly* and Elliot* Ludvigsen
Anne and David* Manuel
Eileen and John* Manuel
Susan and Charles Marston
S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
Ann S. McConnell
Betz* and S. Sterling* McMillan
Judith and Ted McMillan
Meisel Family Foundation
Jill and Frederick Wenham III
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Josephine and Edward* Sloan, Jr.
Miriam Smead
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Gretchen and Ward* Smith
Janice* and James* Spencer
Judy and G. Walter Stuelpel, Jr.
Sister* and Edmund* Sylvester
Jean H. Taber
Janet* and John* Telich, Sr
Cindy and W. Hayden* Thompson
The United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
The Clara Weiss Fund
Jill and Frederick Wenham III
Emma and Fred* White, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilkinson, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilkinson, Jr.
Lynnette and Alan Wood
Janet and Robert Yaroma
Joan and William Ziegler
Amelia and William Osborne, Jr.
Virginia and Lee Chilcote
Virginia and Lee Chilcote
Angeline* and Daniel* H. Clippinger
Evelyn* and Joseph* P. Long
Margaret Patch*
Mary and Richard Albrecht
Mary* and Richard Albrecht
Eldred* and Susan* Minch
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Miriam Smead
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Gretchen and Ward* Smith
Janice* and James* Spencer
Judy and G. Walter Stuelpel, Jr.
Sister* and Edmund* Sylvester
Jean H. Taber
Janet* and John* Telich, Sr
Cindy and W. Hayden* Thompson
The United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
The Clara Weiss Fund
Jill and Frederick Wenham III
Emma and Fred* White, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilkinson, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilkinson, Jr.
Lynnette and Alan Wood
Janet and Robert Yaroma
Joan and William Ziegler
Amelia* and Tom* Zozok
*Deceased
THE DEBRA REX FUND FOR POSITIVE PARENTING

The Debra Rex Fund for Positive Parenting was created in 2017 in honor of Debra’s lifelong commitment to improving the lives of children and families and in recognition of her exceptional and dedicated service to Beech Brook from 1991 – 2017. The funds will be used to support Beech Brook’s prevention and early intervention programs.

Anonymous
Paula V. Atwood
Kate and Chris Biddle
Jennifer Bruehier
Cynthia and Robert Bruml
Bettyann Carmosino
Caroline and John Carter
Mary and William Conway
Tracy and Dave Crandall
Cindy and Edward Crotty
Roseann and John D’Agati
Diane Downing and Tom Corrigan
Cheryl and Mark Groner
Carol Hoffstetter
Sandra and Harry Holmes
Jennifer Karvonen
Nancy Kortemeyer
Lori Locke and Jack Stinedurf

Carol and Anthony Michel
Jennifer and Brandon Miller
John C. Morley
Jane and Jon Outcalt
Edda and Terry Owen
Kathy and Jim Pender
Robert Phillips-Plona
Nancy and Thomas Royer
Paula and Thomas Seger
Lynn and Mark Singer
Gretchen D. Smith
Judy and G. Walter Stuelpe, Jr.
James G. Tamburro
Teresa Thompson-Davis
Roberta and Mario Tonti
Anne Marie Witmer

THE SAMUEL CLEMENS SOCIETY

In 1869, Samuel Clemens was so moved by the work being done by the Cleveland Protestant Orphan Asylum that he donated the entire proceeds of his January 22nd performance at Case Hall that year. He closed his lecture with an impassioned appeal to his Cleveland audience to likewise lend their generous support.

Today Beech Brook’s Samuel Clemens Society recognizes individuals, foundations and organizations that generously support our work with gifts of $1,000 or more each year. These annual gifts provide critical funds that enable Beech Brook to respond to the needs of our community’s children and families.

Visionary Circle - $10,000.00 +
The Abington Foundation
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Attorney General, State of Ohio
Eva L. & Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
Caffee, Halter & Griswoild LLP
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Iris and Victor DeMarco
Francis E. Drury Charitable Fund
Alice McHardy Dye Fund
Eaton Corporation
Fairmont Santrol
The Hankins Foundation
Higley Fund
Sandra and Harry Holmes
John C. Morley
William J. & Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation
Edda and Terry Owen
Kathy and Jim Pender
The Michael Pender Memorial Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
Douglas Perkins Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
RPW International, Incorporated
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
The A.H. and Julia W. Shunk Fund
United Way of Greater Cleveland
Thomas H. White Foundation
Woodruff Foundation
Ann and Charles Zellmer

Champion Circle - $5,000.00 +
American Express
BakerHostetler
Gloria and Joseph Bauer
Vicki and Ben Brigeman
Lillian and Hamilton Emmons
Glenmede
The Helen Wade Greene Charitable Trust
Home Savings and Loan
The George M. and Pamela S. Humphrey Fund
Netsmart
Oswald Companies
Jane and Jon Outcalt
Robert Phillips-Plona and Family
PRADCO
Debra M. Rex and George George
RSM US LLP
Tracy and Thomas Seifert
Judy and G. Walter Stuelpe, Jr.
Kristin and Robert Tull

Lori Locke and Jack Stinedurf
Jennifer and Brandon Miller
Nancy and Thomas Royer
Jane and Gary Small
Tremco, Incorporated
Ulmer & Berne LLP

Benefactor Circle - $2,000.00 +
Adjer Industries
Joseph R. Allie
Mary and William Conway
Deloitte LLP
Donnelley Financial Solutions
Megan and Robert Fellinger
Chad and Charles Fowler
Staci and Matthew Garvey
Harry K. & Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Heidieberg Distributing Company
Kathy and Bob Kenny
Annette M. Lowe and Doug Dolch
The Meyer Company
Sue and Nick Peay, Jr.
Paula and Thomas Seger
Lynn and Mark Singer
Sandra and Joseph Sullivan
Thompson Hine
United Way of Greater Milwaukee
Dan and Ellen Zelman Family Foundation

Friend Circle - $1,000.00 +
Anonymous
Anonymous
Jeffrey W. Bennett
Sandra Russ and Thomas C. Brugger
Cleveland Marathon Charities
Rita and Aims Conley, Jr.
Maryann Correnti
Sandra and Mark Dively
Diane Downing and Tom Corrigan
Fairport Asset Management, LLC
Margaret and Christopher Furey
Gap Foundation
Gould Inc. Foundation
Geoffrey Gund
Hartland & Company
Kimberly and Samuel Hartwell
Priscilla and J. Robert Horst
Gayle and Jeffrey Ice
Rudolph Jaros
James T. Kitson
Patrick Lewis
Anne and Thomas Merriman
Carol and Anthony Michel
Amanda and Ryan Miller
Robert Modeinck
Peoples Bank
Jennifer and Douglas Pinkerton
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Beth and Andrew Reimer
Melinda Reynolds
Bernadette and Jack Staph
Noreen and Brad Sussman
The Clara Weiss Fund
ANNUAL FUND DONORS

$500 – $999
Paula V. Atwood
LaVisa and Jamaa Bell
Kate and Chris Biddle
Theresa and Michael Bidwell
Annmarie and William Brancovsky
Michael A. Bush
Caroline and John Carter
Larry and Ellen Chemikoff
Philanthropic Fund
ComDoc
Mary Crowley
Colleen and Philip Dawson
Suzanne and William B. Doggett
Gregory Dostal
Eileen M. Burkhart & Co.
Forest City Enterprises
Tracy and Kevin Gehrt
Andres Gonzalez
Mary and Gordon Harnett
Natalie and Stephen Haynes
Corrine R. Hunter
Kathryn and James Kaesberg
KeyBank
Susan and Todd Locke
Polly and Richard Marabito
Kathy and John Mayher
Michael Miller
Betsy and James Sampliner
Melissa Schoger
Chris Smythe
St. Clair Advisors, LLC
Robert and Mario Tonti
Barbara and Bruce Twarog
Anne Marie M. Witmer
Jenelle Wolfe

$250 – $499
Celeste and Peter Asmar
Richard H. Bamberger
Dawn Brodnick
Ali and Gregory Brown
Jennifer Brueehler
Jeannine and Robert Brzezinski
Eileen M. Burkart
Elizabeth and Keith Chelm
Allan Churchmack
Arlette and George Couter
Cynthia and Jim Crosby
Roseann and John D’Agati
Diane P. Daniels
E.M. de Windt, Jr.
Kenny Didier
David Dietz
Shelley Earl
C. Henry Foltz
Joan and Vic* gelb
Akila Greenfield
Amy and Richard Hamilton
Jessica and Andy Hartman
Carol Hoffstetter
The Richard Horvitz and Erica Hartman-Horvitz Foundation
Betsy and Dudley Humphrey, Jr.
Pamela and Stephen Keefe
Jordan Kinford
William Kishman
Nancy Kortemeyer
Carolyn and Ronald Lang
Legacy Village
Linda and Jack Lissauer
George P. Loomis
Susan M. Lundgren
Jennifer Macelko
Marathon Petroleum Corporation
Amanda Martinsek
Ann S. McConnell
Laura and John McMullen
Steven Mosberger
Brad Pinkerton
Frank Priestly
Lilena and Uma Rajeshwar
Michele Ridea
Venezuela Robinson
Neil T. Ruddock
Jodie and Jack Russi
Kate Ryan
Nancy and Joseph Schmitz
Ashleigh Schneider
Sarah Sieradzki
Sleggs, Danzinger & Gill Co., LPA
Gretchen D. Smith
Kris and Jason Tercek
Andrea Karshuk and Andrew Thomas
Teresa Thompson-Davis
ThunderTech
Allison Tirabassi
United Way of Greater Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey
Nancy Valentine
William M. Weber
Diane D. Wilcox
Dottie and Don Zito

$100 – $249
William Akins
Ciani Albert
Kristy L. Amy
Michael and Lisa Atkinson
Jan and Harold Babbit
Baird Foundation, Inc
Rhonda Baker Debevec
Kathryn Barnes
Cynthia Bassett
Anne Batzell
Michelle Beard
Pamela Berlaud
Cassandra Bigaby
Joan and James Blackburn
Daniel Bollinger
Sheila and W. David Brown
Robert and Cynthia Brum
Thomas Burdeshaw
Diane E. Caine-Moracek
Veta and Paul Carlin
Katie and Jeremy Clark
Heather Cornett
ANNUAL FUND DONORS

$100 – $249 continued

Mary Dobyns
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Mary Emerson
Patricia Enright
Facebook
Lea H. Fischbach
Mary Kay Flaherty
Caroline and Daniel Flannery
Michelle Flors-Goldthorpe
Alexandra Forkosh
Stacey and Gary Gardiner
Mary R. Gerber
Jodie Gilbert
Robert Goebel
Ruth Ann Goldberg and Andy Nikiforovs
Melissa Gorris
Brenda Gray
Odette and Richard Hankins
Charlotte and Chris Harris
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
Patricia and William Hatch
Sharon Hawk
Rebecca Heidinger
Lucy and David Hein
Jean Hillman
Marliou and Brian Hitt
Dr. James R. Hodgman
Martin Hoke
Jean Homrigausen
Linda and Stephan Kartisek
Jennifer L. Karvonen
Kristen and Timothy Kartisek
Linda and Stephan Kartisek
Jennifer L. Karvonen
KPMG Community Giving Campaign
Cindy Koury
Roberta and James Kordish
Maureen Bagley
Elliot S. Azoff
Anonymous
Anonymous
Elliot S. Azoff
Maureen Bagley
Magdalene Baldy
Kathie and John Marek
Kathy Wisch and Seth Marks
Helen and Chester Marshall
Suzy and Henry Mazur
Michael McMahon
Mini Menon
Marianne and Peter Messina
Donna Miller
Joan Morgan
Marion and Lathan Murley
Janet and Lyman Narten II
Network for Good
Kenneth Obrzut
Jennifer Parente
Mariel Peck
Anne and Earle Peterson
Tracy Pfahl
Aleatha Powell
Brandy Reischman
Karla Rogers and Michael Gareau
Brad Ross
Lillian and Roy Schlahter
Danielle Seedhouse
Samuel Selekmian
Meredith Shoop
Jean Solomon and Charles Swanson
Mary B. Sposito
Gail and David Stein
Deborah and Gregg Strong
Carolyn Szveda
Cassandra Tabora
James G. Tamburro
Paul T. Tavano
The Good Community Foundation
Dare Thompson
Virginia Mayo Tipps
Betty T. Toguchi
Monica and Robert Tariozi
Daniel Turcu
Karoline J. Turczynsky
Paul Vargo
Marilyn and Don Wagner
Christine and James Wamsley III
Meredith and Michael Weil, Jr.
Nancy N. West
Carolyn and Gerald Wheaton
Tami Wojcieszowski
Lynn and Alan Wood

$1 – $99

Therese M. Aigner
Stephen Alfred
James and Janie Allen
AmazonSmile
Anonymous
Anonymous
Elliot S. Azoff
Maureen Bagley
Magdalene Baldy
Sean Barron
Steven W. Behringer
Elizabeth Blagg
Paul A. Bodnar
Elisabeth Bohlander
Jennifer A. Bonacci
Alison and Lawrence Borodkin
Margaret Bray Hoven*
Janalene Brown
Monica Brown
Jacalyn Bruffey
Theresa A. Cali
Christopher Campbell
Bettyann Carmosino
Gabriella M. Celeste and G. Ben Cohen
Anne and Michael Colagiovanni
Neal B. Colby
Ann Cook
Sally and Pitt Curtiss
Eleanor C. Danser
Chris D’Aquila
Judy M. Davidson
Lynne Day
Beth and Peter DeVito
Heather Doucette
Gregory Drew
Thomas Evans
Jayne and Jay Fairfield
Maureen Feeney
Ruth Fenske
James W. Finnerty
FirstEnergy Service Company
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OUR MISSION:
Helping children and families thrive by promoting healthy child development, strengthening the ability to overcome adversity, and enhancing family health and stability.
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Beech Brook is a contract agency of the Alcohol, Drug Addiction and Mental Health Services Board of Cuyahoga County.